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Syndromic disease surveillance mechanisms can be enhanced by incorporating mass media informatics 
for disease discourse and aberration detection and social psychology for understanding risk perceptions 
and the drivers of uptake and resistance. Using computerised text analysis, the coverage of the outbreak 
of Zika virus in Brazil in 2017/2018 in four newspapers – O Estado, O Globo, the Times of London and the 
New York Times – was examined and patterns were compared with Google Trends. Quantitative indicators 
showed waves of attention to Zika peaked in the same period but local newspapers, O Estado and O Globo, 
indicated lower levels of anxiety in the run up to the Olympics when compared with foreign media. The 
unusual surge in attention to dengue in early 2015 was an early indication to sound the alarm for extensive 
clinical investigations. This, together with the flagging of Zika by O Globo almost a year before the global 
alarm, indicates the suitability of this method for surveillance and detection of aberrations. Media attention 
waves are also significantly associated with Google Trends, indicating empirical equivalence. Qualitative 
indicators show the extra motivation over Google, World Wide Web or Twitter searches by highlighting 
public perceptions. Findings show the absence of a stable body of scientific knowledge at the outbreak 
and an ensuing crisis of understanding. Local concerns were about the economic crisis, religious beliefs, 
poverty and crime – all inhibitors to containment – while the global alarm was amplified by risk to tourists 
and athletes, and political disputes mixed with religious beliefs.

Significance:
•	 This study contributes to research on the use of longitudinal media data as surrogate sources for 

syndromic disease surveillance.

•	 Mass media informatics provide empirical equivalence to Google Trends.

•	 Clinical and non-clinical factors contributed to public anxiety over disease epidemics.

•	 Lack of clinical knowledge at the onset of the crisis contributed to anxiety among scientists and the 
public.

Mass media and public health informatics
The news is a form of knowledge1 and a feature article answers to the ‘5W’s and H’ principle of journalism: who, what, 
when, where, why and how. This principle is also true of social psychological approaches to knowledge2 as the ‘who’, 
‘how’, ‘why’, ‘what’ and ‘what for’ constitute the contexts of knowing and are central to communication, attribution, 
etc. The diagnosis of epidemiological3 events also follows the same 5W’s: what (diagnosis or health event), who 
(person), where (place), when (time) and why/how (causes, risk factors and modes of transmission). Thus, the 
conceptual approaches to mediated knowledge transfer by the media, the social psychological studies of knowledge 
in context and epidemiological studies of the distribution and determinants of health-related states or events are 
similar, in that they all address the ‘5W’s and H’.

The threat of global pandemics posed by outbreaks of influenza H5N1, H1N1 and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 
provoked interest in improving early warning systems and reinforced the need for combining data from different 
sources and experimentation with new types of media.4,5 Rapid outbreak detection and the examination of a wide 
range of methods have also shown that no single detection approach is likely to be optimal.6 Electronic information 
sources are proving to be valuable inputs and the Global Public Health Intelligence Network has shown that extensive 
monitoring and analysis of news media around the world can aid in early detection of disease threats.7 

The news media tell the public what to think about by directing attention to problems and solutions and prioritising 
issues of importance.8-10 Thus, they have become tools for understanding health problems in different contexts11,12 
and for understanding the psychosocial factors that propel epidemics13. Newspapers flagged opposition by 
religious authorities to vaccination in Nigeria in 2001, well ahead of the vaccine revolt of 2003–2004.14

Health informatics remains central to modern epidemiological practice and its advanced surveillance systems 
facilitate access to new data streams and the automation of processes for case and aberration detection.6,7 
Syndromic surveillance focuses on the early signals and an optimal system might be one that integrates data from 
multiple sources, clinical or surrogate, thereby potentially increasing investigators’ confidence in the relevance of 
an alert from any single data source.15 

News media informatics and the knowledge-in-context approach can form part of a complex of syndromic 
surveillance mechanisms for the early detection of related non-clinical discourses about health. Data mining of 
both current and archival media data can detect deviations from recognised patterns that may signal amplification 
of concern or the emergence of certain keywords that signify new entrants. It has been shown that changes in 
public anxiety about the HIN1 virus were detectable in people’s online searches through analysing trends.16 

The challenges of a novel and complementary data source and data analysis methodology notwithstanding17, the 
method is being increasingly employed for passive monitoring. Twitter has been used to track levels of disease 
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activity and public concern and to improve surveillance18,19. Google has 
been used to monitor Ebola-related web search behaviour and dengue 
outbreaks.20-22 Some authors have used a travel health website23 to 
monitor anxiety over the Zika virus, others have examined the framing 
of the Zika crisis24 in two Brazilian newspapers (O Globo and Folha 
de Sao Paulo) and the coverage of mosquito-borne diseases in Italian 
newspapers25 and compared Zika with other diseases. 

Newspaper coverage and Google Trends for the Zika virus in Brazilian, UK 
and US media were examined with the aim of contributing to a growing 
body of knowledge on the use of non-clinical sources for passive 
monitoring. Computer-assisted keyword analysis was used for disease 
discourse and aberration detection and to analyse trends indicative of 
waves of public concern. Knowledge crisis among scientists, perception 
crisis in the public and the psychosocial and economic inhibitors to 
containment were also examined.

Case study: The Zika virus disease
Alarm over the effect of the Zika virus on pregnancy in several parts of 
the Americas became a global phenomenon in the latter months of 2015 
and early days of 2016. The virus had, however, been of concern in the 
Americas since 2014.26,27 The first report of autochthonous transmission 
of Zika virus was reported in Chile in March 2014. In March 2015, the 
authorities in Brazil notified the World Health Organization (WHO) of an 
illness characterised by skin rash, but Zika was not suspected at that 
stage. In the same month, the Brazilian newspaper O Globo alerted to the 
circulation of Zika in some states and, in May, the Pan American Health 
Organisation (PAHO) issued an epidemiological alert on the circulation 
of Zika virus.26,27 

In July 2015, Brazil reported neurological disorders associated with 
a history of infection including 49 confirmed cases of Guillain–Barré 
syndrome.26 In October that year, the country again alerted WHO to 
an unusual increase in the number of children born with microcephaly 
– a neurological disease which manifests as unusually small heads 
in newborns. The following month, Brazil declared a national public 
health emergency over microcephaly and, shortly after, authorities in 
neighbouring countries including El Salvador, Guatemala and Mexico 
also reported the circulation of Zika virus. A continental transmission 
had begun with a corresponding global alarm. At this time, however, 
there was no confirmation of any link between Zika and microcephaly.26

The first report in the Western (UK and US) media sample for this study 
was in the London Daily Telegraph of 19 November 2015 titled ‘The 
Zika virus: Answers about a growing menace’. The report said Brazil 
had declared a public health emergency on the confirmation of about 
400 cases of newborns with small heads and the detection of the Zika 
virus in the amniotic fluid of two pregnant women whose foetuses were 
diagnosed with microcephaly. In January 2016, the US Centers for 
Disease Control (CDC) issued an alert for pregnant American women to 
avoid travel to the Americas, and on 1 February 2016, the WHO declared 
the disease a ‘global health emergency’26. 

A mild virus of African origin turns invasive
Zika was discovered in monkeys in Uganda in 1947 and was later 
isolated in the Aedes africanus mosquito. The virus had no known 
severe effects in Africa and it is thought that the population has pre-
existing immunity.28 The disease moved from Africa to Asia and the 
first large outbreak in humans was in 2007 in the Pacific Island of Yap. 
Another outbreak followed in 2013 in French Polynesia, and, by 2015, 
Zika virus was spreading in Brazil. The Aedes species transmitting Zika 
in the Americas are the Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus, which also 
transmit yellow fever, dengue fever and chikungunya.28-30

Knowledge production by scientists about emerging and highly infectious 
diseases is often problematic at the onset of major outbreaks. This was the 
case with the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome31, swine-origin Influenza 
A (H1N1) virus in humans32 and other viral epidemics. In such situations 
of a crisis of knowledge, ‘what’ types of perceptions are expressed by the 
public, ‘what’ are the non-clinical discourses that may contribute to these 
public perceptions and ‘why’ and ‘how’ may these inhibit containment?

Researchers have examined science and society issues from two 
perspectives: the public understanding of science and risk perception33; 
however, both are functionally equivalent. The risk perception research, 
or the engineering approach, focuses on how scientists and the public 
perceive risk. While scientists focus on risk assessment using algorithms 
and normative rules, the public rely on intuitive risk judgements which 
are informed by images and associations, linked by experience to 
emotion and affect – thus when a decision is complex, they rely on 
readily available affective impressions.34,35 

The public understanding of science perspective was initially focused on 
scientific literacy. This was criticised as a ‘deficit model’ which contrasts 
knowledgeable scientists against an ignorant public, but the field has 
transformed over the decades into a science and society paradigm 
which examines trust and expert deficit, the notion of ‘public’ and crisis 
of confidence. The new paradigm also acknowledges that the public can 
at times be inattentive, unmotivated and ignorant and public education 
becomes a priority.36-39 

The Zika virus disease in Brazil was approached from the science and 
society38 perspective of knowledge encounters and public sphere40,41 
and how the public perceive risk35 from a virus described as the ‘doença 
misteriosa’ or mystery disease. Scientific knowledge was problematic at 
the onset of the crisis, sometimes symptoms were confused with known 
diseases plausibly leading to a misdiagnosis or delayed diagnosis, and 
the public had to internalise the disease and its implications for health in a 
society with strong religious ties and ongoing political and economic crises.

Research objectives
The objective was to examine how disease surveillance and monitoring 
operations can leverage media reports and contribute to the growing 
body of evidence on the use of syndromic surveillance mechanisms.18-22 
The specific research questions were:

1. What are the quantitative indicators of public anxiety over the 
Zika virus? The focus here was on computerised text analysis for 
disease discourse and aberration detection, longitudinal media 
studies for public attention and patterns of public concern over 
time. Specifically:

1.1 How early did the Zika virus discourse appear in 
the Brazilian media? How does the trend compare 
with those for similar diseases such as dengue and 
chikungunya? What are the levels of attention that 
indicate rise in public anxiety and an alarm for further 
clinical analysis? How do these indicators compare 
with Google Trends Brazil? 

1.2  What are the levels of attention in the media in the 
United Kingdom and USA? How do these indicators 
compare with Google Trends worldwide, and in the UK 
and USA?

2. What are the qualitative indicators42 of the discourse about the Zika 
virus disease in the British and US press? The focus here being 
on psychosocial and economic drivers of perception, uptake or 
resistance.

Data and research methods
The analysis of public health surveillance data is typically performed to 
detect the presence of unusual patterns in comparison with historical 
data.6 Mass media archives are also responsive to pattern recognition. 
Media is the common place through which communities cultivate shared 
and public notions about facts, values and the contingencies of human 
existence42 over time, and thus there is stability in what is discussed and 
what is not. Unusual patterns and discourses then signal the appearance 
of a new phenomenon or the amplification of concerns over existing 
ones. However, being shared and collective does not denote consensus, 
rather it recognises the subcultural, class, generational, ideological, and 
even conflicts, among groups. Thus, studies of different newspapers 
within a country will reveal overarching community anxieties while also 
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retaining subcultural differences. However, local interests often cross 
national boundaries, and the focus of this study is on a disease epidemic 
ravaging a country but with the potential to globalise in our increasingly 
interconnected world.

Data for this study were obtained from O Estado de São Paulo (O Estado) 
and O Globo, two leading Brazilian newspapers; The Times of London 
and The Telegraph published in the UK and the US-based USA Today 
and New York Times. Coverage data were downloaded from the NEXIS 
database at various times between March 2017 and February 2018. 
Google Trends was used for online searches in Brazil, UK, USA and 
worldwide to compare with newspaper trends. 

The US newspaper was chosen because of the presence of the mosquito 
carrier in some parts of the USA and the high risk of spread compared 
with the UK where the carriers are absent. The UK and US newspapers 
also provide indicators of when the media detected the events to report 
and the attention on two important events in Brazil (the Rio Carnival 
and the Olympics) that may have affected foreign visitors from these 
countries. The Brazilian newspapers were chosen to identify trends and 
aberrations to media attention in the local press within the review period. 

For O Globo and O Estado, the NEXIS search was conducted using the 
keywords dengue or Zika or chikungunya between 1 January 2015 and 
31 December 2016. Using these keywords, 503 articles for O Globo and 
813 for O Estado were downloaded. For the UK and US newspapers, the 
keyword used was ‘Zika’. There were no search results returned for ‘Zika’ 
between 1 January 2015 and 31 October 2015. Blogs, duplicates and 
articles with high levels of similarity were discarded. In total, 246 articles 
from The Times of London and 414 from the New York Times were used 
for the trend analysis. Google Trends21 was used for online searches. For 
Google Brazil, the keywords used for the search were ‘Zika’, ‘Dengue’ 
and ‘Chikungunya’ to map the co-occurrence of searches about the three 
diseases from 1 January 2015 to 31 December 2016. The same dates 
were used for ‘Zika’ on Google worldwide, Google UK and Google USA. 
The NEXIS output is in the daily format of newspapers and downloads 
both headlines and text. The daily format was re-coded to weekly to 
match Google weekly outputs.

The QDA/Miner WordStat program, which runs in both English and 
Portuguese, was used to analyse the data. 

Limitations of research
Secondary data were used and are limited in time to 2 years and to 
selected newspapers in Brazil, UK and USA. The study of the Brazilian 
media was limited to detecting aberrations and trends and comparing 
with Google searches. Other authors24 have examined the framing of 
the debate in the Brazilian media. It would be interesting to see how a 
wider longitudinal study of newspapers worldwide could be used to trace 
the movement of the disease in the Americas and when the debates 
about its presence emerged in other Latin American newspapers. This 
would provide more data to support growing research on mass media 
as surrogate data for epidemiological studies.

Findings
Research question 1.1 
This question addressed how early the Zika virus discourse appeared 
in the Brazilian media. How did the trend compare with similar diseases 
such as dengue and chikungunya? What were the levels of attention that 
indicate a rise in public anxiety and an alarm for further clinical analysis? 
How did these indicators compare with Google Trends Brazil?

Figure 1 shows the co-occurrence of Zika and dengue, both with similar 
symptoms, in May 2015 in O Globo. May 2015 is the earliest appearance 
of the word Zika in the two Brazilian newspapers; the articles indicate the 
level of unfamiliarity with the disease at that time. The first report, on 14 
May 2015, titled ‘O novo vírus do ‘aedes’ (‘The new ‘aedes’ virus’) said 
(translated) ‘It [Zika] seems less serious, but it is possible to acquire 
the three viruses at the same time, and we do not know the clinical 
course of this co-infection with the Zika virus, for which we do not have 
immunity’. A 3 June 2015 follow-up article titled ‘Rio tem o primeiro 

caso confirmado de Zika’ (‘Rio has the first confirmed case of Zika’) 
shows health officials still regarded Zika as benign and advised clinicians 
to treat as dengue when in doubt. Reference to both diseases did not 
occur again until November 2015 with Zika later reaching its peak in the 
second week of February 2016 when WHO declared a global emergency. 
The Kendall’s tau_b correlation coefficient from 13 December 2015 to 
31 December 2016 shows a significant association between Zika and 
dengue (r=0.70; p<0.001) but not between Zika and chikungunya 
(r=0.54; p<0.08).

Figure 1b shows that dengue and chikungunya had been in the media 
discourse in Brazil, in O Estado, from 1 January 2015 when the sampling 
commenced, with coverage of dengue rising rapidly thereafter with a major 
peak in the first week of May 2015. This peak shows an unusual pattern 
– an indication of rising public anxiety – which should raise an alarm for 
further clinical investigation. May 2015 was also the month Zika appeared 
in O Globo (Figure 1a), indicating it was flagged by one local newspaper 
and not the other, also showing the need for multiple media sources. The 
experience of doctors was with dengue and Zika was thought, at this 
time, to be benign. This may explain the comment by a Brazilian official 
reported in the New York Times of 31 December 2015 that ‘Zika virus 
doesn’t worry us’ because it is a ‘benign disease’. The appearance of 
Zika peaked at about the same time in the second week of February 2016 
in both Brazilian newspapers. There is a significant association between 
Zika and dengue (r=0.69; p<0.001) and between Zika and chikungunya 
(r=0.68; p<0.001) between 13 December 2015 and 31 December 2016.

Figure 1c compares Google searches for dengue, Zika and chikungunya. 
The Google search number represents an index of popularity. It is used 
here as a variable indicating an index of appearances. The graph shows 
that those seeking online information had a much higher and sustained 
interest in dengue in the review period, except in early December 2015 
when it was surpassed by Zika. The December surge coincides with 
similar surges in O Estado and O Globo. Searches for Zika were noticeable 
from the beginning of the review period in very low numbers, mostly one, 
with the highest peak recorded in the second week of February 2016, as 
with the newspapers. For Google and newspaper searches between 13 
December 2015 and 31 December 2016, the correlation was significant 
for Zika in Google Brazil and O Estado (r=0.65; p<0.001) and O Globo 
(r=0.59; p<0.001). The correlation was also significant for dengue in 
Google Brazil and O Estado (r=0.69; p<0.001) and O Globo (r=0.53; 
p=0.001). 

Coverage by both newspapers was compared over the period. The 
correlation for Zika in O Globo and O Estado was significant (r=0.54; 
p<0.001) as was the correlation for dengue (r=0.61; p<0.001).

Research question 1.2 
This question addressed the levels of attention in the UK and US 
media. How did attention levels compare with Google Trends UK, USA 
and worldwide? For the UK, a comparison was made between Google 
UK, Google worldwide and The Times of London. Figure 2a shows that 
coverage in Google UK and The Times of London peaked at the same time, 
the third week of January 2016, a week before Google worldwide, and 
remained high until March 2016. The Rio Carnival was held in February 
2016 and there is a noticeable peak in coverage in Google UK at this time. 
Coverage in the Times of London peaked again in the last week of July, 
just before the commencement of the Rio Olympics held from 5 August 
to 21 August 2016. The July to August surge in coverage in The Times 
of London, higher than the February peak, was not replicated in Brazilian 
newspapers42, indicating differences in the perception of risk and anxiety. 
There was a significant association for the keyword Zika between The 
Times of London and Google UK (r=0.37; p<0.001) and between The 
Times of London and Google worldwide (r=0.30; p<0.008). 

The New York Times data show a similar trend with those of The Times 
of London. The first peak in coverage in the New York Times was in 
late January 2016, coinciding with that in Google worldwide but a week 
after coverage in Google USA peaked. Coverage in the New York Times 
reached another height 2 weeks later, followed by several highs and lows 
mimicking the UK data in the run up to the Olympics with a noticeable 
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O Globo DengueO Globo Zika

Estado Zika Estado Dengue Estado Chikungunya

Google Brazil Zika Google Brazil Dengue Google Brazil Chikungunya

a

b

c

Figure 1:  Coverage of (a) Zika and dengue in O Globo (n=503), (b) Zika, dengue and chikungunya in O Estado (n=813) and (c) Zika (n=1123), dengue 
(n=2564) and chikungunya (n=389) in Google Brazil. The y-axis represents the percentage of weekly coverage relative to the total for the period 
under review and the x-axis the week under review.
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July to August surge. There was a significant association in coverage of 
Zika between the New York Times and Google USA (r=0.44; p<0.001) 
and between the New York Times and Google worldwide (r=0.52; 
p<0.001). The Kendall’s tau_b correlation coefficient also shows 
significant correlations for the weekly appearance of Zika in The Times 
and the New York Times (r=0.55; p<0.001). 

Debates about the Zika virus began in the foreign media – in the 
Daily Telegraph of 19 November 2015 – about 8 weeks before the first 
travel alert by the CDC on 15 January 2016. Reports later appeared in the 
Sunday Times of 13 December 2015, USA Today of 18 December 2015 and 
the New York Times of 29 December 2015. This is an indication of global 
anxiety ahead of the confirmation of a major outbreak. The disease had, 
however, been flagged in Brazil much earlier – in the second week of May 
2015 – and public anxiety had risen much earlier, from February through 
April, over dengue, which presents similar symptoms to those of Zika.

Altogether, a collection of world newspapers on an ongoing basis 
produces a very similar trend chart to that for Google online searches and 
can thus form part of a routine surveillance system of non-clinical data. 
The process can also be automated for case and aberration detection3,6,7 

mapping the movement of invasive foreign species across continents. In 
addition to similarities with Google searches, the February peak is similar 
to Twitter data43 in the same period. The February and August peaks are 
also similar, coinciding with visits to a UK travel health website.23

In addition, as will be shown in the next section, newspapers provide 
information on the scientific and non-scientific discourses about disease, 
public perceptions and how these may have influenced the uptake of 
containment information.

Research question 2
What are the qualitative indicators42 of the discourse about the Zika virus 
disease in the UK and US press? 

Crisis of knowledge, the known and unknowns 

The first part of this section examines a crisis of knowledge among 
scientists during the early days of the outbreak while the second part 
reviews public perceptions of risk from the virus and psychosocial and 
economic inhibitors to containment – representations34,35,40,41 and the 
crisis of mind. This section is limited to the US and UK media – from 
‘the outside looking in’ (see Ribeiro et al.24 for the framing of the debate 
in the Brazilian media).

Diagnosis

The inexperience with Zika disease meant existing facilities were 
inadequate, leading to several false positives and fears Zika may have 
been misclassified. Scientists were also not certain at the early stages of 
the outbreak about the causative agent. One doctor said44:

a

b Google United States Zika

Google UK Zika

Google worldwide Zika

Google worldwide Zika

New York Times Zika

Times of London Zika

Figure 2:  Comparison of Google Trends worldwide index with media coverage: (a) Times of London (n=246), Google UK (n=558) and Google worldwide 
(n=900) and (b) New York Times (n=414), Google USA (n=866) and Google worldwide (n=900). The y-axis represents the percentage of 
weekly coverage relative to the total for the period under review and the x-axis the week under review.
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We don’t know if it’s only Zika or if it’s a 
combination of Zika, dengue and chikungunya…
Maybe a woman was infected by dengue a year 
before, and now is pregnant and gets Zika.

How the virus crosses the placenta to the foetal brain to cause damage 
– a condition referred to as microcephaly – was also unknown.45 The 
extent of the dengue problem was captured by a news report which 
stated that Brazil registered more than 1.6 million cases of dengue, with 
863 people dying of the disease the previous year.46 There were also 
fears expressed in the media that the infection could lead to other serious 
diseases such as Guillain–Barré syndrome, which attacks the nervous 
system and can lead to fatal paralysis. 

The government was also unsure about what instructions to issue for 
diagnosis. Health professionals were originally told to report suspected 
microcephaly cases when a baby’s head at birth was 330 mm, or 
13 inches, or less. The government then changed the threshold to 
320 mm after concluding that there were many babies with small 
heads but without problems. Later, discussions began on lowering the 
circumference to 319 mm for boys and 315 mm for girls.47 

Transmission

There were a lot of unknowns about the mode of transmission of the virus, 
whether it was a single route through mosquito bites, or whether there were 
multiple routes of transmission. Reports later emerged that the disease 
could be transmitted through sexual intercourse, blood and other body 
fluids such as saliva and could remain in semen for more than 2 months 
after infection. The uncertainty led to some taking extreme precautions:

We’ve also made the decision to have Greg’s 
sperm frozen. We’d love to have more children 
and with research in its infancy, I wouldn’t want 
to put myself in a situation which could have been 
prevented…48

Causative consensus

In April 2016, more than a year after the disease epidemic became a public 
concern in the Americas and over 4 months after the crisis became a global 
concern, the WHO agreed that there was a strong link between Zika and 
microcephaly in newborns. The announcement was not without debate 
though, as the CDC researchers, who also confirmed the link, sidestepped 
the more stringent Koch’s Postulates, which require that scientists must 
re-isolate the suspected pathogen after infecting healthy people or animals 
with the suspected pathogen, and the Bradford Hill Criteria, a model for 
studying infectious diseases. Instead, a framework called Shepard’s 
Criteria for Teratogenecity, which has a lower threshold, was adopted.49 

Despite agreement on the cause, much remained unknown about the 
effects of Zika, including effects on other organs, the risk for pregnant 
women of having brain-damaged babies, and to what extent the risk 
varies according to when in pregnancy the infection occurs and other 
types of brain defects possible.

Risk perception, psychosocial and economic inhibitors
We perceive new issues and objects through our existing images of the 
world. Thus, how we initially react to a new phenomenon is determined 
largely by our shared experiences of similar objects, our culture and 
aspirations.50 Invasive microbes have been in the news worldwide with 
their devastating consequences resulting in global panic. Previously 
unknown Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) spread from 
Guangdong Province in China to 37 countries including Canada, Singapore 
and Taiwan, with 774 reported deaths.51 The Ebola virus13 caused global 
panic when it resulted in the death of thousands in West Africa, where it 
was previously unknown. It is these shared images of fatalities with which 
the public perceive new viruses with the potential to globalise in new areas. 

The arrival of Zika in a previously uninfected Latin America, its capacity 
to spread and the debilitating effect on the foetus caused a global panic. 
Brazil, a major tourist destination, was to host the annual Rio carnival 
and the 2016 summer Olympics, both of which would attract thousands 

of foreign visitors, which served to amplify anxiety over capacity of the 
disease to spread to new countries. 

Local and international perceptions of risk

On the international scene, there was a high level of anxiety over the 
possible exposure to Zika of athletes and their family members during 
the Olympic Games. Some athletes withdrew from the Olympic Games, 
others followed safety measures. Over 100 leading scientists called for 
the Games to be postponed: 

An unnecessary risk is posed when 500,000 
foreign tourists from all countries attend the 
Games, potentially acquire that strain, and return 
home to places where it can become endemic…
The Games should be moved or postponed.52

Despite one expert warning that the Olympics could become the ‘the 
Olympics of brain damage’, the International Olympic Committee 
rejected calls for its postponement. The Committee’s response followed 
a statement from the WHO that there was ‘no public health justification 
for postponing or cancelling the Games’53. 

Some athletes were not worried. One told a newspaper that the Games 
were more important than ‘the bugs’: ‘It’s the Olympics, it’s the Olympics! 
… Mosquitoes? Like, whatever, I’m going. This is my shot.’54 Others 
expressed concerns about safety. 

The reaction of holidaymakers was of fear leading to several 
cancellations and anxiety among tourism firms and hotels over the 
financial implications. A travel consultant said she had 10 cancellations 
in a week, mostly for babymoons (vacations that some parents take 
before the impending arrival of their baby). Another travel consultant said 
she had 48 cancellations for trips to the Caribbean and Mexico: 

I have a lot of clients who are pregnant or trying 
to get pregnant, so they’re scared and are halting 
their travel plans altogether or rebooking to travel 
within the US instead.55 

In Brazil, public apathy to the disease was evident during the annual Rio 
carnival where scantily dressed women danced on the streets in open 
defiance of the mosquitoes and warnings. In Salvador, a city hit hard by 
Zika, a lady said: ‘Do I look worried? Ask me next week, after Carnival is 
over.’ ‘Carnival’, the report added, ‘is like anaesthesia’ as it stops people 
from thinking about the problems we have…’ 

No crisis has ever diminished the magic and 
excitement of Carnival. During pessimistic and 
depressing times, it becomes more important ... It’s 
escapism on steroids.56

An hotelier, however, pointed out that Brazilians have problems much 
bigger than Zika. He said: ‘Most of my friends are more worried about 
finding jobs’, and added: ‘If you’re not a pregnant woman, you don’t 
need to worry.’ He also noted that dengue fever, which killed more than 
800 people in Brazil the previous year, was far more dangerous.56

The Church, politics and abortion 

The Catholic Church is opposed to abortion and all forms of 
contraception, but these are options for women against the disease, 
reigniting the debate over church, state and choice in Brazil. Both are 
also bitterly contested in the United States Congress between Democrats 
and Republicans. 

A Cardinal in Brazil said mothers must accept babies born with 
microcephaly ‘as a mission’, and that abortion was not an option, but 
Pope Francis was more open to contraception, arguing that avoiding 
pregnancy is ‘not an absolute evil like abortion which is a crime and an 
absolute evil’57.

Some Brazilians sought solace in God. A woman, when confronted with 
a diagnosis of possible microcephaly for her foetus said: ‘It’s God’s will: 
he wanted us to have a baby like this.’58
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There was, however, anxiety over the future of the infected babies. 
A woman with an infected 3-month-old son wondered about his future 
and his integration into society: 

What kind of life would he have? It gets me angry 
when someone on the bus looks at Arthur and 
asks, What’s wrong with his head? … I tell them, 
Nothing’s wrong, he’s just different. But then I 
think to myself, Yes, something’s wrong. My son 
will never be like the other boys.59

In the USA, a report noted that while the feud on Capitol Hill over 
responding to the virus appeared to be over how much money was 
needed, beneath the surface were issues that have long stirred partisan 
mistrust, including Republicans’ fears about the use of taxpayers’ 
money for abortion and possible increased use of contraception, and 
Democratic worries about protecting the environment from potentially 
dangerous pesticides.60 

Political, economic and social crisis

It was also a period of severe political and economic crisis in Brazil, 
leading to cuts in public spending with implications for funding 
prevention strategies and health care. The epidemic also exposed the 
wide gap between the rich and the poor in Brazil.

The epidemic mirrors the social inequality of 
Brazilian society as it is concentrated among young, 
poor, black and brown women, a vast majority of 
them living in the country’s least-developed regions. 
The women at greatest risk of contracting Zika 
live in places where the mosquito is part of their 
everyday lives, where mosquito-borne diseases like 
dengue and chikungunya were already endemic.61

The same article indicated that the rich did not feel too concerned:

I am a Brazilian woman. My friends who are 
planning to have children soon are worried about 
Zika. But they don’t need to be too concerned. 
In our well-to-do neighbourhood in Brasília, the 
capital, there has not been a single case of a baby 
with the birth defects associated with the Zika 
epidemic.61 

Violence among the gangs in the favelas (slums) also posed limitations 
to containment efforts as even the army, brought in to help clear 
mosquito breeding sites, were limited to safe areas.

The army has been told not to go into areas 
controlled by gangs, which could provoke clashes. 
Health workers negotiate with residents’ committees 
often linked to crime bosses, for safe entry.62

The blame game

Pharmaceutical companies were targets of blame, on the one hand for 
neglecting diseases which were not deemed profitable, and on the other 
hand for spreading diseases for profit. Some commentators also blamed 
urbanisation and air travel – offshoots of social and economic progress. 

The same conditions that drove cholera, 
overcrowding, corruption, poor hygiene, expanded 
transportation, are what drive pandemics today. 
In the age of cholera, shipping trade helped 
spread disease, today, it’s air travel. If you want 
to understand the helter-skelter distribution of flu 
outbreaks, simply consult a map of airline routes.63

Rumours and conspiracy theories

Rumours are known to thrive during major health crises as the public 
attempts to find socio-political and economic origins of disease. Some 
people suggested that the plea by the government of El Salvador to delay 
having children was an effort to stem population growth. A lady said 
‘This government doesn’t want anyone else … We don’t fit already!’64

There were other interests opposed to genetic modification of insects 
and global powers. An article read:

The Zika virus, some Brazilians are convinced, 
is the inadvertent creation of a biotech company 
that has been releasing genetically modified 
mosquitoes to combat dengue fever in Brazil. 
Others here and elsewhere see it as a plot by 
global elites to depopulate the earth and install a 
‘one-world government’.65

Conclusions
The detection of aberrations in patterns, the emergence of discourse 
about disease and public perceptions bring together three areas of 
research: epidemiology, media and social psychology. Combining 
multiple approaches allows epidemiologists to harness the strengths of 
individual research paradigms for a whole that has the potential to be 
greater than the sum of its parts. 

The news media are fairly stable artefacts in cultural contexts; deviations 
or aberrations indicating new disease debates or a sudden upsurge 
in coverage of known diseases or the flagging of potential obstacles 
to scientific interventions should trigger the need for further clinical 
investigation and early interventions. As no single approach is optimal 
and extensive monitoring aids detection6,7, media informatics, as this 
research has shown, has great potential as part of a web of disease 
surveillance mechanisms16,18,21. 

The high upsurge in media discourse about dengue in Brazil in 2015 was 
an early indication to sound the alarm for extensive clinical investigations 
on the causes of the sudden aberration. This shows that a sudden 
rise in public anxiety about a known disease was the indicator of the 
emergence of an alien species with similar symptoms. This finding 
affirms the suitability of longitudinal mass media data as part of a 
complex of syndromic surveillance mechanisms. The flagging of Zika 
by one newspaper and not another in the sample also shows the need to 
use multiple sources for surveillance.

Qualitative indicators show the extra motivation over Google, web or 
Twitter searches in that they further mirror the perception of the public 
about the disease and psychosocial factors that may enhance or inhibit 
uptake. The Zika virus epidemic was not a case of public deficit in 
knowledge of the disease in contrast to scientists36,37 or of mistrust or 
expert deficit36. This was an instance of a virus, benign in its natural 
habitat, which crossed the continent and became virulent in another 
country. The virus also presents with the same symptoms of locally 
established diseases such as dengue and chikungunya. Zika was the 
‘doença misteriosa’, or mystery disease, which initially puzzled both 
scientists and the public.

The knowledge crisis, inadequate infrastructure to detect the presence 
of the disease and its capacity to globalise led to a global alarm and the 
declaration of a global health emergency. International concern focused 
on the risk to travellers for the Rio Carnival, the Olympics and tourism, 
all of which attract thousands of visitors to Brazil with the risk of being 
infected and transmitting the disease to their home countries. Local 
issues were about prevention, obstacles to containing the spread of the 
disease, the blame game, rumours and living with long-term effects on 
the children born to infected mothers.

The spread of the Zika virus has shown that in the age of international 
mobility, classification of a disease as benign is no longer sustainable 
and surveillance needs to be extended to uninfected areas, particularly 
where possible vectors of the disease can be found. Also in the age of 
massive computing power and web crawlers, monitoring public anxiety 
over diseases around the world in real time using a keyword approach 
is increasingly possible. Scientists also need to investigate why some 
diseases appear harmless in some communities, the source of immunity 
in these populations, the applicability of the immunity to vaccine 
production and the consequences if the disease appears in new areas – 
that the disease is not yet there does not preclude it from reaching there.
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